ZURN FIRE PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
Smarter Solutions, Wider Selection

From backflow to every valve in between, complete your system with our expanded line of Fire Protection Solutions for fire sprinkler systems. Our products work together and always meet compliance, so you’ll gain peace of mind, yet save some time.

WE’RE SOLVING SMARTER

At Zurn, we aren’t just a product and service provider, we’re problem solvers – continuously focused on water control, safety and conservation. From our drain systems and interceptors to our finish plumbing, piping systems, and of course, our full line of fire protection solutions, we are known throughout the industry as a reliable leader.

New Zurn Fire Protection Solutions
Learn more about our fire protection products at zurn.com/fire

Fire Valves
HOSE VALVES MODEL F100/F100G, RESTRICTING HOSE VALVES MODEL F105
Sizes: 1-1/2”, 2-1/2”
Options:
• Inlet: FNPT or grooved connections
• Outlet: NH, FNPT or special thread (2-1/2”) connections

Test & Drain Valves
MODEL FTD
Sizes: 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”

Shut-Off Valves
POWERBALL BUTTERFLY VALVE
MODEL F49BR/F49BRG
Sizes: 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 2-1/2”
Options: grooved (1-1/4” – 2-1/2”) or threaded end connections

Commercial Risers
MODEL FEZR
Sizes: 2”, 2-1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”
Standard: risers come standard with test and drain valve, water flow detector switch and a pressure gauge
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**Fire Department Connections**
MODEL FDC2
Sizes: 4" NPT x 2-1/2" NH
Options: Back Inlet, Bottom Inlet

**Fire Butterfly Valves**
MODEL F49
Sizes: 2-1/2", 3", 4", 6", 8"

**Couplings**
MODEL FP23
Types: Reducing, Rigid (R), Flex (F)
Sizes: 1" - 10" (Rigid), 1-1/4" - 10" (Flex), 1-1/2" by 1-1/4" to 8" by 6" (Reducing)

**Elbows**
MODEL FP52
Types: 90 Degree Short (S), 90 Degree Standard, 45 Degree (-45), 22.5 Degree (-22), 11.25 Degree (-11), End of Run Adapter (GTF)
Sizes: 1-1/4" – 10"

**Tees**
MODEL FP53
Types: Tee Short Radius (S), Tee Standard Radius, Reducing Branch Tee (R)
Sizes: 1-1/4" – 10"

**Crosses**
MODEL FP56
Sizes: 2", 2-1/2", 3", 4", 6", 8", 10"

**Caps**
MODEL FP3

**Mechanical Tees**
MODEL FP63
Types: Grooved (G), Threaded (TF), U-bolt (LTF)
Sizes: 1-1/4" – 8"

**Grooved Flanges**
MODEL FP8
Type: Grooved Split
Sizes: 2", 2-1/2", 3", 4", 6", 8", 10"

**Grooved Reducers**
MODEL FP51
Type: Concentric
Sizes: 2" – 10"

**Fire OS&Y Untapped**
MODEL F48OS&YF
Sizes: 2-1/2", 3", 4", 6", 8"

**Riser Checks**
MODEL F210R
Sizes: 2", 2-1/2", 3", 4", 6"
Optional (Sold Separately): Riser Check Trim Kits (Model CheckTrim)

**Check Valves**
MODEL F210
Sizes: 2", 2-1/2", 3", 4", 6", 8"

**Learn more about our fire protection products at zurn.com/fire**